CITY Of VENTURA

+\DMINISTRATIVf. Rf.PORT
Date:
Agenda Item No.:
Council Action Date:

August 22,

2018

8D

September 10,

2018

To:

Honorable Mayor and City Council

From:

Don Penman, Interim City Manager
Jeffrey Lambert, Community Development Director

Subject:

Southern California Association of Governments Regional
Transportation Plan and Sustainable Communities Strategy
Draft Growth Projections Update

RECOMMENDATION

It is recommended that the City Council authorize the Mayor to sign the response letter
to Southern California Association of Governments for their 2020-2045 Regional
Transportation Plan and Sustainable Communities Strategy.
DISCUSSION

At the City Council meeting of July 16, 2018, it was requested that staff return with
proposed draft responses to the preliminary Southern California Association of
Governments (SCAG 2020-2045 Regional Transportation Plan and Sustainable
Communities Strategy (RTP /SCS) socioeconomic data (SED) projections for the City of
Ventura. Attachment A outlines staff analysis and draft responses to SCAG' s preliminary
SED projections. Staff has also provided archived responses to SCAG RTP efforts in prior
years (Attachment B). Several components remain as placeholders in the text ofletter as
Planning Division staff concludes final analysis points. The final letter must be signed by
the Mayor and provided to SCAG no later than October 1, 2018.

~w~~
Jeffrey Lambert, AICP
Community Development Director

FORWARDED TO THE CITY COUNCIL

Don Penman
Interim City Manager
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ATTACHMENTS
A
B

Draft City of Ventura response to 2020-2045 SCAG RTP Preliminary SED
projections
Archived City of Ventura input to prior SCAG RTP efforts
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ATTACHMENT A

DRAFf CITY OF VENTURA
RESPONSE TO 2020-2045 SCAG
RTP PRELIMINARY SED
PROJECTIONS
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C IT Y O F

Vf.NTURA
SCAG
RTP Local Input
900 Wilshire Blvd., Ste. 1700
Los Angeles, CA 90017
RE: 2020-2045 Regional Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy- Local Agency
Response
Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on the SCAG Data Map Book for the
development of the 2020-2045 Regional Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy
(RTP/SCS). The City of Ventura has the following comments regarding citywide data and growth
projections prepared by SCAG for the incorporated city limits of the City of Ventura (City).
1.

RTP/SCS 2020-2045 Growth Projections

The City of Ventura has reviewed the citywide growth projections developed by SCAG for
population, housing and jobs. While TAZ level projections are developed by SCAG, local TAZ
level data is not regularly maintained by or available at the City of Ventura at this time . Therefore,
the City has reviewed growth projections on a citywide level against data used regularly by the
City, as well as historical and current City land use policy to provide input to SCAG.
In our review several observations are apparent at the citywide level. First, while the SCAG
projections for population and housing may be feasible over the long-term, the rapid acceleration
over the first 4-year period in population (2016-2020) and 10-year period in housing growth (20202030) of the proposed RTP may . be infeasible due to policy, economic and infrastructure
constraints, namely water supply. Similarly, the jobs projection exhibits a higher growth rate than
that which has been experienced by the City currently, historically or will be in the future due to
the same constraints in natural resources , such as water supply, that inhibit population and
housing growth for workers, and limited non-obsolete parcels for modern industrial and
commercial economic development. While the 2005 Ventura General Plan projects an annuai
population growth rate of .88%, housing production based on 2.57 persons per household and
corresponding i'ncrease in the number of jobs, actual growth has not demonstrated this rate of
growth , particularly in the past 1O years.
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During formulation of the 2005 Ventura General Plan land use planning scenario assumptions
were: 126, 153 population; 49, 138 dwelling units; and 69,211 jobs by the year 2025. State level
data from the Department of Finance, Employment Development Department and US Census
Longitudinal Employer-Household Dynamics (LEHO) for jobs show 2017 City levels at 109,275
for population, 44,014 for dwelling units and 2015 levels of approximately 52,834 jobs. When
augmented for self-employment, the City estimates 2015 levels of approximately 60,244 jobs.
Using DOF estimates, this reflects an actual annual population growth rate of approximately .48%
in the past 10-year period, and .4 7% in the 15-year period since 2002, just prior to data collection
and formulation of the adopted Ventura General Plan in 2005. The population growth rate over
the past five years has been .45% and the latest annual population growth rate for 2017 was
.44%. So actual growth in the City of Ventura has not kept
that anticipated by the 2005
General Plan for a variety of reasons as outlined below.
Table 1
Ventura General Plan Pro ·ection Table
Population
DOF Pop/DU (2017)
EDDILEHD Jobs (2015)

109,275

2005 General Plan (2025)

126,153

City Growth Management Policy and;!J~s;t<Trends

To review several issues discuss~~f·;·d~ring 1fz!Q~ 2014:t~CAG Regional Transportation
Plan/Sustainable Commur}H~s Strategy ~:fort, while0 th~..Great!=(~~ession of 2008 might at first
appear to explain thi~;;:~J£Y't£~!·~ of growt9 with.i~ft~~.9!Y in the past 10 years, historical
examination of gro1p,r~tes sne"'{~c.the City h~~.A~~~:.experiepfing a steadily declining population
and housing growth rat~;since thejp~titution of~~r:ious growthmanagement policies beginning in
1978. In that year, the Cif,Y:Rf Vent9ra adopted itffirst growth management measure, the Hillside
Managementefp~ram. On.~Iy~a~.l~l~r,m~City be~~~ to formally allocate growth via the adoption
of the V~Qt~rax~if:R.ualitYSs'vlslJlageme~t?{rogra,n,. In 1989 Ventura adopted the 1989
Comp~~m~~sive Plan,Y'tltr,a plaQ!JJQg horizon.t9,,tQ10, which set specified growth allocations to
various 7~§:rtS of the CitY;i~;i,ln 19~0.those same land use policies were formalized with an
implement~.ti,~n program kq~Y'{n as.theJ990 Regional Growth Management Program (RGMP),
designed t6i~l!().cate a limiteaw~mber ofupusing units to competing development proposals in
specified area~;~Jr 1991, the 1
essentially issued a moratorium on all development via the
Water Rationing4?rpgram whic'1ll~~ted for 3 years.

,R~Y

\,,:~{

In 1995, the Save OlJSt,g~iffe.~lt.ural Resources (SOAR) ballot measure was passed which
restricted development er;i.~g~igu.lturally designated parcels unless a successful public initiative
process were to occur. Thisi;City SOAR measure was reauthorized by approval of the voters in
November 2016. A similar initiative addressing restrictions to development on hillside areas
above the City of Ventura was passed in 2001. This area was ultimately removed from the City
of Ventura Sphere of Influence via the 2005 General Plan adoption and subsequent Ventura
LAFCO amendment in 2006. Furthermore, the 2005 Ventura General Plan contains policies for
growth monitoring by the City Council when development in the City reaches specific thresholds
for building permits. In 2006, the City eliminated the RGMP process and adopted the Housing
Approval Program (HAP) which shifted emphasis to design and community context matters and
away from growth management as the land use assumptions and a bi-annual residential unit
allocation process. The then recently adopted 2005 General Plan contained the aforementioned
growth monitoring measures at a policy level and as a result, the City Council has been conducting
2
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growth monitoring annually since 2011 to document implementation efforts and progress reporting
on the General Plan. Additionally, due to shifting views on growth policy within the City, the City
Council initiated a General Plan Update effort to reassess available development potential amidst
growing concern regarding limited available water supply and infrastructure, among other things.
Other issues to be discussed and debated in the public forum include changes to the General
Plan and form-based development codes that reduce the amount of mixed-use designated
parcels in the City and subsequently further reduced growth potential. As such, the City of
Ventura will continue to grow at a rate below that anticipated by the short-term SCAG growth rate
for population, housing, and overall projections for jobs.

~°'~

elaborate process for granting
The collective impact of these growth management measures
entitlements has been a steady decline in the annual popul~ti9~1growth rate of the City of Ventura
from decade to decade. For instance, the average anntJ.al>p.~pulation growth rate in the decade
from 1970 to 1980 was 2.45% per year. From 1980 t9IW90;tB.i.~ annual population growth rate
dropped to 2.3% per year. From 1990 to 2000,Jhe·effect of•Jhe fully implemented growth
management policies resulted in an annual popNl.cI!iS>n growth ratf~qt.87% per year, the figure
used to project growth anticipated to occur unc:t!i·Jt!~ 2005 General Plan:. However, in the decade
from 2000 to 2010, the average annual growtt"lJzr~te per year was .53~?;Ber year. In the most
immediate past 10-year period from 2007 to 201~.:!,b~ averag~ ?nnual pop4l,ati;en growth rate has
been .48% per year, however this figure includes{~§ ann~fltion of a large taf1')ount of existing
development which was previously (()Q~t~d in the COUQ!¥~J11ncorporated area, apd which the City
was required to annex, per Ventura·~24ntY:.~FCO lslan,dsAnnexation Policy, as a condition of
other annexations on vacant parcels. ~~~-is.ar11E?,xation, the{Monta1vo neighborhood, involved the
addition of approximately 219 dwelling u~Jt~ ancl~§teersonsinJqthe City of Ventura incorporated
limits which were redistriJ\~1e.9 from the GQynty ofV~o.wra to tbf}~ity of Ventura. Without this
annexation, the City grgwtJt;ra,te:jn the last•tp;-year periqd would show an even further drop.
-

'·;\·:<·_:_-_·.·_;_._..·_ ...•. ·...

<~\-_·.·.<_:_ \_._...•..•
· ----·.·.·.·.·.·_· _.·._·_.___::..'.·.·.·,•.·_:_

Where jobs are cori~;:ned, e;~h9mic dev~l?R;ent studiet'over time have shown limited
commercial and industriaV~iability !Qroughout com1;;ercial and office building types and industrial
parcel confi~9[ciJi.~~s. The{~5~?~9gto~~r?017 StaJEJ of Ventura County's Economy Report from
Californi~J..:ytp~Jf:1DlJ!li;Yersity§;~pterfor'E~rsrnicRt:.search & Forecasting, showed that Ventura
CounttJ7\~uffering ci~plj~~s in~!~~~ of job 9L<,?;~b due to the restrictive urban growth policies.
Only rec~ntly has the Ventq~~ Coup~2~conomyrecovered its pre-recession number of jobs. The
same holds.true for the CitY:,Qf Venturie1s well.
Water and Wastewater Infrastructure

While SCAG projeciti.on~ have t~f~n into account many of the policy constraints inherent to land
development in the CitY}Rf ':':~11Jwa, timing and phasing of infrastructure is also a current issue
which may constrain deve,l.q!;!J;DE:!nt further during the proposed RTP/SCS plan horizon. During
the prolonged drought, still\affecting the City as a Stage 3 water shortage event, the City of
Ventura has had to reassess its available water supplies given increasing demands resulting from
new development; diminishing levels of water supply from the City's traditional sources; tightening
water restrictions; and environmental responsibilities. Th_e result was the first Comprehensive
Water Resources Report in 2013 to annually track supply and demand of remaining available
water to the City of Ventura; revised land use demand factors for calculating water demands
placed by new development; and policies regarding the responsibility of new development to
dedicate water rights or pay an in-lieu fee for development of water projects. At present, any
development proposal applying through the entitlement process is required to complete a water
and a wastewater system analysis. At that time, the City determines whether improvements to
the existing water system or wastewater system are required by the proposed
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development. An evaluation of the estimated water demands of the proposed development and
the City's existing water supply is also required as part of the water analysis.
The most recent 2018 Comprehensive Water Resources Report (Attached) indicates that the
spread between the current water demand and the current water supply is very narrow. This
presents significant challenges for the City moving forward in the ability to allocate water supply
to development projects that will generate additional water demands. While some proposed water
projects, such as a future reclamation facility, are under preliminary development by the City of
Ventura, these potential projects are not predicted to be developed and online within the rapid 4year growth trajectory of the current SCAG projections for population.
As it stands, the 2018 Ventura Comprehensive Water Res?tlf~S Report provides the following
water supply and demand summary in acre feet per year, b?,s~q on a .54% average annual growth
rate:
Table 2
Projected

2018
'A.FY)

Su I
Demand
Available
Su I

15,321
16,676
(1,355)

Drought

2019 Drought "2020 (AFY)
(AF
13,030 -14,889
16,837
(3,13,07;~ 1,948)

2025(AFY)

2030 (AFY)

1,778- 28, 207
3,485 - 9,914

SCA G Data Responses

IO,B~t~f?~~cht\,t

What follows is a
of SCAG}~r,gm6~prbj~~l~QS individually, given information
available to the City:.etVentura.Jif'l the abs~.'J.~:.<of locally 'available data. Like many local
jurisdictions, the City doe.~:pot hav~:~vailable resgMrces to regularly create or maintain long-range
growth proje~tio~s or moe~is .. a11~1AhH~. is unfe>rt~nately only able to offer a limited set of
generaliz~q}:";[~9'.l,B1~.Jegarding the ·SCAG data sets. City of Ventura observations and
assumptiQ11s are as>follows:

1.a
Table3
SCAG Pooulatioi1Pioiection Comoaiison Table
oli;
Pooulation
:;
Citv
108;.'7'.95. ;;: <>
2016
2020
110/7$7
2030
115,853
2035
118,483
2045
123,925

SCAG
109,033
113,162
117, 193
119,116
123,305

The citywide population projections developed by SCAG for the City of Ventura correlate to a
.94% growth rate in the first 4-year period; a .36% growth rate in the second 10-year period; a
.33% growth rate in the following 5-year period; a .35% growth rate in the final 10-year period;
and an overall .45% growth rate for the 29-year duration of the 2045 RTP/SCS planning horizon.
As noted above, the City finds the overall 29-year average growth rate demonstrates consistency
with past and present trends in City growth, current land use growth policy, and an emerging
4
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water supply constraint as it pertains to future permitted development. Of concern however is the
rapid .94% growth rate in the first 4-year period, which is double the rate of growth currently being
experienced by the City of Ventura. This growth rate appears to assume additional capacity for
entitlements in the near term which would overlap with the next Regional Housing Needs
Assessment, regardless of persistent constraints. Unfortunately, there is no evidence that a
sudden ramp up before returning to usual growth rates will occur and the City is still in
development of necessary water infrastructure.
Historically, the City has projected population and utilized growth assumptions developed by the
California Department of Finance which takes into consideration city building permit data for
permits issued for new dwelling units as well as population per~Y,l~lling unit within the City. While
our currently adopted 2005 Ventura General Plan hoped to.~~u~a growth rate of .88% population
by the year 2025, this desired growth in employment an.~,Y,!~fR force housing has not occurred.
SCAG appears to have adjusted for this reality by r~dl:lfipg,Jl;l~ prior discrepancy between the
Department of Finance 2016 base year populati.Rn°and SOfS:~,~stimates which began the
estimates for the City at too high a level from the ~t~J"'t: The City sin:,ply had not realized that level
of development at that time.
For the sake of projections and planning purposJ~;~the City is 9ssuming the current 5-year annual
growth rate of .45% for population.
SCAG should revise our local com*gt{i!Y:Rrofile p;pW1J{i~n> data accordingly .• ~hese numbers
represent a best-case scenario in a \c:,~ustc.~penomy, witJJ9.~t resource constraints. However,
When factoring in resource constraints ii:t)J?OSed,l'.)XiS~ffent ancl.,f()reseeable limited water supply
projections, the City of \/,e11twa will only.~~ abletQI~~99fmmodcl~Etgrowth above current water
demand of 16,676 AF't',~jtf:lin,y~l existing\e[9,jecte3.~~t~.[S,.~pply;:9f between 15,321 to 28,207
AFY, as documente~11;rn.the Cityl~{?018 Comp{~b~tQ{;Jve Wat~q~esources Report. These supply
limitations are absolut~;~~til a long:s:.~ange planr1iQ~fand infrastructure effort can be implemented
to create new, additional~MRPlies 9.r,~ater and a~~t!Jrn to normal water conditions. Thus, a limited
water suppl¥ T~l. 9onstitutEr;)~/ ~ig~j~~~~t.~onstrainton development potential within the City of
Ventura, jn~ppl'fipular:housing~pr()guction~1Jripg thef11~xt RHNA and 61h Cycle Housing Element.
,/",'''>

. 1.b

~elling Units

Tab/e4
SCAGDwellin

2016
2020
2030
2035
2045

SCAG
41,806
42,202
44,818
45,947
47,937

The above table shows the SCAG citywide dwelling unit projections developed for the City of
Ventura, versus those developed by the City of Ventura based on California Department of
Finance (DOF) average annual growth rates for built dwelling units which averages .44% per year
(or approximately 230 dwelling units per year). In order to assess SCAG numbers and provide
comment, data available to the City is from the DOF reports on population and housing. This data
shows in the last 10-year period, the annual growth rate for dwelling units has been .43%. Where
the City may assume a constant growth rate scenario for forecasting and planning purposes
5
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consistent with the last 5-year growth period of .44% per year annual growth in dwelling units,
which notably assumes unconstrained water supply, the number of housing units projected to be
built within the City would be as shown in Table 4. The City notes that such a scenario would
project a greater number of dwelling units by each projection milestone than that generated by
SCAG. However, our observation is that the lower SCAG projection may assume a higher
population per dwelling unit than that resulting from the City assumptions regarding growth rate.
As one indicator of actual performance versus projections, the City notes one caveat that this
projection exceeds local agency data for the City of Ventura which shows an entitlement approval
of approximately 350 dwelling units per year, while only approximately 138 of these units per year
are built. As is frequently the case, many entitlements expire qµrjpg the process of development
due to lack of funding, remaining Great Recession economiqi11]pacts, or a host of other reasons.
Furthermore, since December 2017, the City has placed)t~}9Rus on recouping the 524 dwelling
units lost due to the Thomas Fire. We also ask ~~~G t<?,;:9<?nsider that in the absence of
anticipated land development activity, the City of V~ntura is col'ltiquing to experience an aging
demographic that will ultimately result in lower nyr119~rs of persorrs'cg~I household as people age
and experience a declining birth rate than th~t,~t;lich may be assum~Aby SCAG. Without this
demographic information, the City can only rel~rgeon SCAG's dwelling unit~ata and accepts this
projection with the caveat that as with City popuJ~ti~n projecti9ns, these P{Oj~ctions represent a
best-case scenario which does not factor in constratQEad City.~~ter supply. ·

1.c

Jobs

2016
2020
2030
2035
2045
,;,"

<··

In ordeft~I~.ssess SCAGZrtHp-ibers:~nq? provide comment, the City relies upon the us Census
LEHO and E,~.romic Developrpent DeR~~ment Data that show on average, the City provides a
relatively consi~\ept 17% of totatjRbs wittiinVentura County. Further, the EDD County job growth
rate for the past~1,~~t~ar period~~~,5 been .19% per year. US Census LEHO data shows the City
annual average job:gs9yvth rate~{fg[ the period between 2005 - 2015 to be -.08% growth per year.
Therefore, even witti PPHrnisti~:tissumptions, the City estimates the number of jobs shown in
Table 5 during the RTP7&,B§:,pl?ri horizon.
Clearly, even an optimistic rate of job growth, never previously realized by the City, produces a
far lower projection than that assigned by SCAG. This very large number of jobs and rate of job
growth assigned to the City of Ventura would seem to underlie a misinterpretation of the mixeduse Commerce designated in our main corridors as well as misinterpretation of our mixed-use
Industrial designations outlined in the 2005 General Plan, which utilized a work-force housing
strategy as the economic driver to raise retail and commercial tax base within the City. The City's
mixed-use corridors are weighted predominantly toward multi-story housing with ground floor
commercial, rather than homogenous strips of commercial development. However, at present;
the City Council has initiated an update to the 2005 General Plan which may address these mixeduse designations. reconsider multi-story building heights and evaluate densities as well as initiate
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critical planning around the water supply limitation . Thus, estimates of both housing and jobs will
most likely be revised downwards.
Additionally, as noted in communication during past RTP/SCS cycles, several market studies
conducted within the City for the Saticoy & Wells Community, Victoria Corridor, Westside
Community and Hospital Special District demonstrate that the City faces significant competition
for industrial uses from adjacent jurisdictions to attract projects as well as dominant competition
for commercial development. Thus far, the City of Ventura has not grown in the level of nonresidential development it had hoped in the 2005 General Plan, nor would it ever realize the level
of growth projected by SCAG under the current development performance of the City of Ventura.
Therefore, SCAG should revise our local community profile jobs data accordingly.
Citywide Growth Distribution

~ ity staff observed distributions of infill growth to various Transportation Analysis Zones (TAZ) of
the SCAG model growth projections which appear to assume a greater level of development than
could be accommodated by some of these areas through natural redevelopment.
Based upon these observations, the City recommends SCAG staff consider a distribution of
growth for the City of Ventura more in line with the urban form represented by the 2005 Ventura
General Plan which placed highe·r levels of growth along the areas designated for change in the
neighborhoods, corridors and districts identified in that plan. The areas most specifically slated
for higher density than existing development are especially concentrated in the designated
corridors identified in the 2005 General Plan. Since the SCAG local coordination process included
the use of two-week intern for technical assistance, the City would recommend that available
resource be used to better ground truth the TAZs citywide for corrections and validation.l_________-Local Coordination

Commented [MAU]: More specific review of specific SCAG
input/output analysis against our adopted urban form is still in
progress. This section is subject to revisions and will be
finalized prior.to signature.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the SCAG local data package. We appreciate the
time taken by SCAG staff to work with the City on the technical parameters and assumptions of
their local pr.ojection work. We appreciate the early engagement conducted by SCAG
representatives in November 2017, data available in January 2018 and one-on-one meeting in
April 2018. As noted by other cities in Ventura County whose staffs have collaborated during data
analysis of the local profiles, the challenge remains that complete understanding of the model,
the assumptions used, and the local staff time to dedicate for review of local information remains
a disconnect in the RTP/SCS process.
We are available to respond directly to any questions or comments contained in this letter or
attachments and welcome the opportunity to further refine your data model - either under the
current RTP cycle or in the future.
Sincerely-

Neal Andrews, Mayor
City of Ventura

Commented [MAI2]: List of attachments to be finalized
when complete analysis.
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ATTACHMENT B
ARCHIVED CITY OF VENTURA
INPUT TO PRIOR SCAG RTP
EFFORTS
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April 18, 2005
Jihong McDermott, Senior Regional Planner
Community Development
Planning and Policy Department
Southern California Association of Governments
818 W. 7th Street, 12th Floor
Los Angeles, Ca 90017-3435
Re: 2003 Population Estimates; email sent 3-19-2005
This letter is response to an email sent by Jacki Bacharach with VCOG on March 19th requesting the
City's comments on the 2003 population estimates, which will serve as the base year numbers for
SCAG's next forecast series.
The City is currently in the process of updating its 1989 Comprehensive Plan, which serves as the
long-range plan to the year 2010. The new plan is expected to be adopted this year. The new
plan's, or the 2005 General Plan's, timeframe is to the year 2025.
Since the plan has not been adopted to date, the City cannot provide SCAG with a population
projection until that time. However, we request that you consider the following in your upcoming
forecast:
Previous discussions with the City's General Plan Committee and the City Council led to an
agreement that the plan and EIR would be based on alternative annual population growth rates of:
(1) 1.14%, which is equivalent to the annual growth rate in the City over the past 20 years (19842004 ); and (2) 0.88%, which is equivalent to the annual growth over the past 10 years (1994-2004).
See below.

Population and Housing Growth Projections
2025 Estimates
2004
Leve Isa

Change from
2004-2025

0.88%
Annual
Growth

1.14%
Annual
Growth

0.88%
Annual
Growth

1.14%
Annual
Growth

Population

104,952

126, 153

133,160

21 ,201

28,208

Housing
Unitsb

40,880

49,138

51 ,867

8,258

10,987

a

Source: California Department of Finance, City/County Population and Housing Estimates, 1/112004.

Housing unit estimates assume that the current ratio of 2.57 persons per household remains constant
through 2025.

b

Sincerely,

Susan J. Daluddung
Community Development Director
cc:

Kari Gialketsis, Principal Planner
Jacki Bacharach, VCOG
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November 30, 2006
Ms. Lynn Harris, Manager
Community Development Division
Southern California Association of Governments
818 West 7th Street, 12th Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90017
SUBJECT:

Request for Consideration of Government Code Section 65584.04(d) Factors
Relevant to 2005-2014 Regional Housing Needs Assessment Allocations to the
City of Ventura

Dear Ms. Harris:
Pursuant to Government Code Section 65584.04(d) (Methodology for Housing Distribution, "AB
2158"), the City of Oxnard (Ventura County) is submitting factors it wishes to be considered in
the formulation of the 4th Regional Housing Needs Assessment (RHNA) cycle for the period
2005 to 2014.
We are conveying this request under protest as we do not know the final RHNA allocation
methodology nor the final allocation. Housing element law as codified in Section 65584.04 of
the Government Code requires SCAG to do the following:
•

65584.04 (c) Distribute the proposed methodology to the affected local governments,
"along with any relevant underlying data and assumptions and an explanation of how
information about local government conditions gathered pursuant to subdivision (b) has
been used to develop the proposed methodology ... " This has not been done.

•

65584.04 (c) " ... conduct at least one public hearing to receive oral and written comments
on the proposed methodology." A hearing took place on September 28, 2006, but it took
place before the affected jurisdictions received the necessary information with which to
evaluate the proposed methodology.

•

65584.04 (e) " ... explain in writing how each of the factors described in subdivision (d)
was incorporated into the methodology ... " This has not been done.

•

65584.04 (h) "Following the conclusion of the 60-day public comment period described in
subdivision (c) on the proposed allocation methodology, and after making any revisions
deemed appropriate ... adopt a final regional, or subregional, housing need allocation
methodology and provide notice of the adoption of the methodology to the jurisdications
within the region ... " This has yet to be accomplished.
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We respectfully request that SCAG provide all of the information required by the Government
Code concerning the proposed RHNA allocation methodology to the City of Ventura. This
includes any relevant underlying data and assumptions about the SCAG region and the VCOG
subregion and how this information was used to determine the allocation. In addition, please
explain how information gathered about local government conditions has been used to develop
the proposed methodology.
Below are the AB 2158 Factors that we wish to be explicitly considered and responded to in
conjunction with the 2005-2014 Regional Housing Needs Assessment Allocations to the City of
Ventura numbered to reflect the sequence presented by SCAG:
Factor 1: Existing and projected job housing balance
According to our 2005 General Plan and SCAG data Ventura is a job-poor/housing-rich city with
a 1.03 jobs per housing unit.
Pursuant to SCAG regional goals and policies, our planning
policies and actions emphasize job creation to reduce future air quality impacts and traffic
congestion. Our recently adopted Economic Development Strategy is an attempt to move us
towards a greater balance. We propose that our RHNA allocation be reduced to match the
Ventura County jobs/housing balance ratio.
Faction 2: No comment.
Factor 3: The availability of land suitable for urban development or for conversion to residential
use, the availability of underutilized land, and opportunities for infill development and increased
residential densities.
Nearly all land suitable for urban development with the City line is in active consideration for
development. Our General Plan calls for an additional 8,000 housing units by the year 2025.
SCAG has allocated 9,000 units. Therefore, our General Plan and the SCAG allocation are not
far off. Given that SCAG deals at a macro-level and the City at a local level, we believe that
when the numbers are this close our projections are closer because we know the very location
conditions that SCAG simply cannot know.
Faction 4. Land preserved or protected from urban development under existing federal and state
programs, or both, designed to protect open space, farmland, environmental habitats, and
natural resources on a long-term basis.
The State of California has several preserved or protected lands in Ventura, e.g. beaches,
wetlands, and coastal dunes. These areas cannot be designated for growth.
Factor 5.

County policies to preserve agricultural land within an incorporated area.
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Agricultural lands surrounding Ventura are protected by City and County SOAR initiatives and
ordinances. The land surrounding the City is also zoned within the County for agricultural use,
which protects these areas from non-agricultural development. The Local Agency Formation
Commission (LAFCO) further restricts annexation of surrounding properties and removal of
these properties from agricultural uses.
It is our understanding that SCAG holds all city boundaries constant and that housing developed
on unincorporated land would be credited towards meeting Ventura County's RHNA allocation
even though eventually annexed into Ventura. If this is the case, Ventura's RHNA should be
reduced by the amount of future housing being earmarked in all of these areas.
Factor 6:

No comment.

Factor 7:

No comment.

Factor 8. The market demand for housing
Ventura is located in a coastal setting with a year-round mild climate between three higherpriced areas: Malibu, Santa. Barbara, and Thousand Oaks.
It is our opinion that market
demand is not a fixed number to be determined by research, but changes in response to supply
and the relative price compared to other choices. It is our opinion that market demand not be
the primary determinant of the RHNA allocation, and instead SCAG use our best estimates of
future development based on our 2025 General Plan Update.
Agreements between Ventura County and Oxnard to direct growth towards
Factor 9.
incorporated areas of the county.
Ventura has greenbelt agreements with Ventura County and the cities of Oxnard and Santa
Paula. In addition, the Guidelines for Orderly Development direct development away from
unincorporated areas. No RHNA allocations should assume growth in these areas.
Factor 10.
Factor 11.

No comment.
Housing needs of farm workers

Ventura has a need for farm worker housing.
Factor 12. The housing need generated by the presence of a private university or a campus of
the CSU or the UC within Oxnard.
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Cal State Channel Islands is slated to grow to 20,000 students by 2020. Even though located in
Camarillo, Ventura is very close and will be a housing location of choice for an increasing
number of students.
Factor 13. No comment.
If you have questions, please contact me at (805) 658.4723.
Sincerely,

Nelson Hernandez,
Community Development Director
c:

Carl Morehouse, Mayor
Rick Cole, City Manager
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D FO~ INFORMATION

please find responses to SCAG request for review of socioeconomic forecasts
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Local Review Form #J
SB 375 GIS Components
:Please return this Local Review Form by October 31 12009

1. We: Oagree/ y'"disagree with the jurisdictional boundary./
2. We: ~gree/odisagree with the zoning.
3. We: ~gree/udisagree with the general plan land use.
4. W~ ,J"agree/odisagree with the existing land use map.
For thos~ elements that you indicated that you disagreed with ~he information
1
provided :hY SCAG, please tell us why below.
Several ar;eas within the City of Ventura have come into the incorppratcd area as a
result of r~cent project LAFCO approvals and need to be included f\'1thin the City
boundary.: Parcel numbers associated with those project approvals[include:

090-0-021-125
090-0-2SQ,·275
089..:0-012-110
069-0-020-050

:
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Local Review Form #2
Sucioe~onomic Es~m_ates and Forecasts for 2008, 2020 ~& 2035

Review of SCAG Projections

Ple!!st.\~heck the appropriat~ box(es} below:

I.

City, Census Tract and TAZ Level

D Neither AGREE nor DISAGREE. We are aware that SCAG will use
develop~ent of the 2012 RTP,

thJ forecast for the
:

./AGREE with the jurisdiction total
D AG~E with the population projections
O AGREE with the household proj ection_s

O AGRpE with the employment projections
D AGREE with the jurisdiction total~ but DISAGREE with the census tra~t distribution.
,{AGREE with the jurisdiction totals but DISAGREE with the transportaJon artalysis zone

·distribution. See Note below.

j

n DISAGREE with both the jurisdiction total and census tract distributiotj
U DISAGREE with both the jurisdiction total and transportation analysis tone distribution
Note: d;verall the distribution through 2025 appear!{ to he consistent with '1at projected by
the City of Ventura General Plan through the planning horizon of 2025. · ffowt:,ver, there are
some slight distributipnal issues with several ?fthe TAZs.

'.

_jQg1229lQ;;;,lhe pTojection here shows job growth in an area that is curreptlyt and w~H

/

remain ~esignated hillside residential parcels. We d not antic.,'ipate job grojwt11 in this area.
60019091: Shows some popaj~tion and dwelling unit growth somewhat oyer that anticipated
'"try"ilie1~~~~·y~!lttt.:r:!l_Q~era!
~

han. . ,,

.. ..·--

:

-

600280002: The projection for this TAZ shows job losses after 2020. We/anticipate job
·--·~·.;:~;v.~~~IX.~t:.:.~~~:..<~;;:,;S,'::\:t\J.:...,;::~~::
.co,.--generat~on in this area as it is a significant industrial area for the City.
j
~?"

:
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Grid Cell Level Data
O AGRpE with the housing unit distribution
O AGREE with the employment distribution
[J DISAGREE with the housing unit distribution

C.l DISAGREE with employment distribution

·--------..;----------

III.

Contact Information and Signature
NAME: Larry Onaga

TITLEi Planning Manager

s1GNATUR~e

~

DATE:: 10/26/09
CITY of San Buenaventura

MAILING ADDRESS: 501 Poli St., P.O. Box 99

CITY: Ventura, CA
ZTP:93002

PHONE: 805-654-7726
EMAIL: lonaga@cityofventura.net
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Con~ct Information and Signature
NAMEi Larry Onaga

TITLE~ Planning Manager
SIGNAl~~

DATE!: 10/26/09
CITY {if San Buenaventura
MAILING ADDRESS: 501 Poli St., P.O. Box 99
CITY: Ventura, CA
ZIP:93.002
PHONt: 805-654-7726

EMAi(.: lonaga@cityofventura.net
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Ventura County 3:00
This meeting was not about the projections or the maps but about the counties request for
changing the projection boundary to a modified version of the Sphere of Influence. They
want to have all undeveloped land within the sphere of influence to be calculated into the
cities totals.
Follow-upNeed to make a meeting to review the counties numbers and maps in two to three weeks
from now.

(9_21_09)

City of Ventura
City Rep(s): Larry Onaga, lonaga@cityofventura.net, 805-645-7726
SCAG Rep's: Simon, Ping, Wally

Simon: Introduces SCAG process and opens session for questions.
Notes:
*has GIS department, full time staff
-he was provided with CD that we provided to verify data
-needed metadata, to help him know what information means
Roger Adams (GIS Analyst city of Ventura)
+requested they provide us with current shape files and data for use to update the maps
Question: How would you like us to provide you the feedback regarding the information
we disagree with?
-Simon: you can send it to us handwritten on the document at the TAZ level or the grid
cell level. You can provide us with your figures and we will use your input. We use the
overall number as control and distribute it throughout your city.

General Plan and Zoning and Existing Land Use
GP: have code amendments and changes with new planning. Have had annexations;
points to areas in map that have been annexed.
Zoning:
Ex_LU: Definition of existing land use type? (Unknown)
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City Boundary: Everything is correct except missing about 40 acres of annexed territory
Is there any concern regarding your SOI?
Rep: our GP covers SOI areas and we are planning on incorporating more in the future
and we anticipate on master planning those areas.

Forecasting and Projections
TAZ/Grid Cell/Employment (General Comments): 2020 and 2035 are in line with what
we believe. City updated GP 2005, forecasts were up to 2025 for build out. We
extrapolated numbers from 2025 - 203 5 for population and household. Employment
forecasts you projected are higher than what we were forecasting.
Employment: There is a TAZ 6001940 that projects 726 additional jobs but it is located
on hill side areas that cannot be developed and also touches an area that is very low
density, it looks unlikely that this many jobs would develop in this area.
TAZ 60028302 does have lots of industrial and commercial but between 2020-2035 it
shows a negative 196 job loss.

Housing Element (Status): It was sentto HCD and returned with comments, we have
been working on the comments and we will address these comments before the council
next week before we re-send it to HCD
General Plan (Status): Last updated 2005, Ventura has a unique council and city
manager that is pro growth, mixed use and urbanizing. Targets districts and corridors,
discourages sprawl and low density subdivisions. Pro growth, and discuss where growth
should be allocated and concentrated.
Specific Requests/ Other Comments:
*They will provide us with updated GP/Zoning/LU data, would like us to make
adjustments to TAZ projections

(9_21_09)

Moorpark
'David A Bobardt dbobardt@ci.moorpark.ca.us, 805-517-6281
Joseph R.Vacca,jvacca@ci.moorpark.ca.us, 805-532-2540
City Rep(s): name, email, phone
·
SCAG Rep's: Simon, Ping, Wally
*have GIS access, can provide us with GIS shape files and pdf information
Simon: Introduces SCAG process and opens session for questions. :
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has been experiencing a steadily declining growth rate since the institution of various growth
management policies beginning in 1978. In that year, the City of Ventura adopted its first
growth management measure, the Hillside Management Program. One year later, the City
began to formally allocate growth via the adoption of the Ventura Air Quality Management
Program. In 1989 Ventura adopted the 1989 Comprehensive Plan with a planning horizon
to 2010, which set specified growth allocations to various parts of the City. In 1990 those
same land use policies were formalized with an implementation program known as the 1990
Regional Growth Management Program (RGMP), designed to allocate a limited number of
housing units to competing development proposals in specified areas. In 1991, the City
essentially issued a moratorium on all development via the Water Rationing Program which
lasted for 3 years.
Then In 1995, the Save Our Agricultural Resources (SOAR) ballot measure was passed
which restricted development on agriculturally designated parcels unless a successful public
initiative process occurs. A similar initiative addressing restrictions to development on
hillside areas above the City of Ventura was passed in 2001. This area was ultimately
removed from the City of Ventura Sphere of Influence via the 2005 General Plan and
subsequent Ventura LAFCO amendment in 2006. Furthermore, the 2005 Ventura General
Plan contains policies for growth monitoring by the City Council when development in the
City reaches specific thresholds. In 2006, the City refined the RGMP process which
became the Housing Approval Program (HAP) which shifted emphasis to design and
community context matters and away from growth management as the land use
assumptions and a bi-annual residential unit allocation process. The then recently adopted
2005 General Plan contained the aforementioned growth monitoring measures at a policy
level and as a result, the City Council has been conducting said growth monitoring annually
since 2011 to document implementation efforts and progress reporting on the General Plan
(Attachment A).
The collective impact of these growth management measures and elaborate process for
granting entitlements has been a steady decline in the annual population growth rate of the
City of Ventura from decade to decade. For instance, the average annual population in the
decade from 1970 to 1980 was 2.45% per year. From 1980 to 1990, this annual population
growth rate dropped to 2.3% per year. From 1990 to 2000, the effect of the fully
implemented growth management policies resulted in an annual population growth rate of
.87% per year, the figure used to project growth anticipated to occur under the 2005
General Plan. However, in the decade from 2000 to 2010, the average annual growth rate
per yearwas .54% per year. In the most immediate past 10 year period from 2004 to 2014,
the average annual growth rate has been .53% per year, however this figure includes the
annexation of a large amount of existing development which was previously located in the
County unincorporated area, and which the City was required to annex, per Ventura County
LAFCO Islands Annexation Policy, as a condition of other annexations on vacant parcels
This annexation, the Montalvo neighborhood, involved the addition of approximately 219
dwelling units and 584 persons into the City of Ventura incorporated limits which were
redistributed from the County of Ventura to the City of Ventura (Attachment B). Without this
annexation, the City growth rate in the last 10 year period would show an even further drop.
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As a result of these finding and shifting views on growth policy within the City, the City
Council has initiated a General Plan revision effort to reassess available development
potential amidst growing concern regarding limited available water supply and infrastructure,
among other things (Attachment C). As such, the City of Ventura will continue to grow at a
rate below that anticipated by SCAG for population, housing and jobs.

SCAG Data Responses
What follows is a look at each set of projections individually, given information available to
the City in the absence of locally available data. Like many local jurisdictions, the City does
not have available resources to regularly create or maintain long-range growth projections.
Without further explanation by SCAG as the nature of assumption used by SCAG to
develop projections delivered to the City, we are unfortunately only able to offer a limited set
of generalized remarks regarding that data set. Our observations and assumptions are as
follows:

1.a

Population

SCAG citywide population projections developed for the City of Ventura show the following:
2012-107,179
2020 - 115, 259
2035 - 122,856
2040 - 128, 311
These projections correlate to a .94% growth rate in the first 8 year period; a .44% growth
rate in the second 15 year period; a .88% growth rate in the final 5 year period; and a .70%
overall growth rate for the 28 year duration of the 2040 RTP/SCS planning horizon. As
noted above, the City finds these growth rates do not demonstrate consistency with past or
present trends in City growth nor current land use growth policy, but most importantly the
emerging water supply constraint, as it pertains to future permitted development.
Historically, the City has projected population and utilized growth assumptions developed by
the Department of Finance which takes into consideration city building permit data for
permits issued for new dwelling units as well as population per dwelling unit within the City.
While our currently adopted 2005 Ventura General Plan hoped to spur a growth rate of
.88% population by the year 2025, this desired growth in employment and work force
housing has not occurred. This is evidenced by the discrepancy between the Department of
Finance 2012 base year population of 106,666 and SCAG estimate of 107, 179 which
begins the estimates for the City at too high a level from the start. The City simply had not
realized that level of development at that time.
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Assuming the City realizes a constant current rate of growth of .54% to the end of the
RTP/SCS plan horizon of 2040, the City estimates population would be approximately:
2012
2020
2035
2040

-

106,666
112,532
121,981
125,304

These numbers represent a best case scenario in a robust economy, as was the case for
most of 2000 through 2010, without resource· constraints. However, when factoring in
resource constraints imposed by current and foreseeable limited water supply projections,
the City of Ventura will only be able to accommodate growth above current water demand of
18,428 AFY within an existing projected water supply of between 19,684 to 23,584 AFY, as
documented in the City's 2014 Comprehensive Water Resources Report (Attachment D).
This supply is absolute until a long range planning and infrastructure effort can be
implemented to create new, additional supplies of water. Thus a limited water supply
constitutes a cap on development potential within the City of Ventura.

1.b

Dwelling Units

SCAG citywide dwelling unit projections developed for the City of Ventura show the
following:
2012
2020
2035
2040

- 40, 744
- 44,921
- 48,507
- 50,571

Local agency data for the City of Ventura shows an approval of approximately 260 dwelling
units per year. Approximately 80 of these units per year are actually built as many
entitlements expire during the process of development due to lack of funding, remaining
Great Recession economic impacts, or a host of other reasons. In order to assess SCAG
numbers and provide comment, the City's only available data is utilizing the Department of
Finance data. With this data, the City assumed an optimistic constant growth rate scenario
consistent with the past 10 year annual growth rate for housing of .63% per year, which
notably assumes unconstrained water supply, the number of housing un.its projected to be
approved (not built) within the City would be:
2012-43,051
2020 - 45,216
2035 - 49,689
2040 - 51,277
The City notes that such a scenario would project a greater number of dwelling units by
each projection milestone than that generated by SCAG. Our observation is that the lower
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SCAG dwelling unit projection, coupled with higher SCAG population projection may
assume a higher population per dwelling unit than that utilized by the Department of
Finance, or the constant City assumption of 2.57(2.59 actual) population/dwelling unit.
However, as with population, these projections represent a best case scenario which does
not factor in City constrained water supply limitations: existing demand of 18,484 AFY and
projected low supply of 19,684 AFY, as noted in the 2014 Comprehensive Water Resources
Report (Attachment D).
We ask SCAG to consider that in the absence of anticipated land use performance, the City
of Ventura is continuing to experience an aging demographic that will ultimately result in
lower numbers of persons per household as people age and experience a declining birth
rate than that assumed by SCAG. Therefore, SCAG should adjust their assumptions and
model directly to factor in local agency response.

1.c

Jobs

SCAG citywide employment projections developed for the City of Ventura show the
following:
2012
2020
2035
2040

-

60,706
72,275
78, 785
81,524

In order to assess SCAG numbers and provide comment, the City relies upon the US
Census of jobs and Economic Development Department Data that show the City is a
relatively consistent 15% of total jobs within Ventura County. Further, the County job growth
rate for the past 10 year period has been .32% per year (Attachment E). Therefore,
assuming these optimistic average growth rates persist, the City estimates the following
number of jobs during the RTP/SCS plan horizon:
2012
2020
2035
2040

-

47,907
49, 925
52,370
53,212

Clearly, even an optimistic rate of job growth, never previously realized by the City produces
a far lower projection than that assigned by SCAG. This very large number of jobs and rate
of rate of job growth assigned to the City of Ventura would seem to underlie a
misinterpretation of the mixed-use Commerce designated in our main corridors as well as
misinterpretation of our mixed-use Industrial designations outlined in the 2005 General Plan,
which utilized a work-force housing strategy as the economic driver to raise retail and
commercial tax base within the City.
The City's mixed-use corridors are weighted
predominantly toward multi-story housing with ground floor commercial, rather than
homogenous strips of commercial development. However, at present, the City Council has
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D.
E.
F.
G.

2014 Conservation Water Resources Report
Employment Data
City Marketing Studies
Mapping Data with Summary Explanation Memo
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